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INTRODUCTION
Thank you for taking a moment to read this trip guide for San Cristobal
Island & Isabela Island. Our goal here is to help you understand the
type of experience we provide and what to expect when you book a
trip with our company. Ecuagringo has been operating in Ecuador &
the Galapagos Islands since 1993.
In 2000 we started the first sport fishing services in the Galapagos
Islands. If you are looking for a dream fishing trip of a lifetime, unique
experience and a worry free as possible vacation then you are in the
right hands. However, what we are not is a “bargain” or “discount”
fishing outfitter. We do not offer single day fishing, boat only, half
days or shared with strangers trips generally speaking.
Our packages are based on giving you the best experience possible
for you to enjoy fishing in the Galapagos to the fullest and for us to
make some money. We are a premium service outfitter.
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1- A) GETTING THERE: FLYING TO GUAYAQUIL, ECUADOR & NEXT
TO SAN CRISTOBAL ISLAND OR ISABELA ISLAND,
GALAPAGOS ISLANDS
Welcome to the country of Ecuador. Many wonder where the
Galapagos Islands are located and they are one of several provinces
of the South American country of Ecuador. The Galapagos are 600
miles West of the coast of Ecuador. Most flights from United States
will originate from Fort Lauderdale or Miami, Florida nonstop 4 hours
to Guayaquil, Ecuador.

Guayaquil is the main port city also known as the Pearl Of The
Pacific. For guest flying from Europe you will also find several flights
from Madrid, Spain to Guayaquil, Ecuador and sometimes from other
parts of Europe.
Guest from United States & Europe are not required a visa to enter
Ecuador. You do however, need a passport that is valid fo at least 6
months from date of travel. Jose Joaquin De Olmedo is the name of
Guayaquil’s international airport where you will fly into.
4
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1- A) GETTING THERE: FLYING TO GUAYAQUIL, ECUADOR & NEXT
TO SAN CRISTOBAL ISLAND OR ISABELA ISLAND,
GALAPAGOS ISLANDS
Upon arrival to Guayaquil and once you clear customs your
Ecuagringo host will be waiting outside custom’s greeting area to
explain where to meet for check-in next morning and to connect you
with hotel van transfer. We work with various hotels in the city that
will be detailed in your final itinerary. Because of flight times most
guest will have to overnight in Guayaquil and we will take care of it
and usually is included in most of our packages.

The next morning hotel van transfer will be arranged to take you
back to Jose Joaquin De Olmedo International Airport. Your host
will be waiting to greet you at a previously accorded airport spot to
help you get your Ingala Migrations Card (you need to pay currently
USD 20.00 per person), followed by Galapagos National Park preboarding filters and airline check in.
CONTACT US: 754-703-1991 - info@ecuagringo.com
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1- A) GETTING THERE: FLYING TO GUAYAQUIL, ECUADOR & NEXT
TO SAN CRISTOBAL ISLAND OR ISABELA ISLAND,
GALAPAGOS ISLANDS

*Important:
**When going to San Cristobal Island***
You must purchase your flight Guayaquil to San Cristobal Island,
Galapagos well in advance. This is a direct flight to the island.
The 3 major carries that fly to San Cristobal are Avianca, Lan and
Tame. Make sure your flight is to San Cristobal Island which may
appear as SCY on tickets before you purchase.
**When going to Isabela Island***
You must purchase your flight Guayaquil to Baltra Island, Galapagos
well in advance. Baltra Island sits next to the major island of Santa
Cruz. Some airlines may offer the flight as Santa Cruz Island or GPS.
They will all land in Baltra as that is the only other major airport other
than San Cristobal Island Airport.
The 3 major carries that fly to San Cristobal Island & Baltra Island
are Avianca, Lan and Tame.
Suggested Nonstop Airlines USA To Guayaquil:
Fort Lauderdale, Florida: Jet Blue & Spirit
Miami, Florida: American Airlines
Need help with Galapagos flights? Our staff can help purchase flights
for an added fee. Please consult with our staff for more information.
We do not handle international flights.
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*2- A) WELCOME TO SAN CRISTOBAL ISLAND,
GALAPAGOS NATIONAL PARK FEES & HOST GREET

Getting to San Cristobal Island is as easy as a direct flight from
Guayaquil:
Your flight will be approximately 1 hour and 40 minutes in route
Guayaquil to San Cristobal Island. Once you land you will disembark
and take a short walk to the Galapagos National Park entrance in
the airport. You will be required to pay a park fee in cash currently
USD 100.00 per person.

After clearing Galapagos National Park and Ingala migrations filters
and paying the park fee you will be able to pick up your luggage.
Host will be waiting outside baggage claim area to transfer you to
your hotel by vehicle. Most transport in San Cristobal Island is in
double cabin trucks.
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*2- B) GETTING TO & WELCOME TO ISABELA ISLAND,
GALAPAGOS NATIONAL PARK FEES & HOST GREET

Getting to Isabela Island is different and not a direct flight from
Guayaquil so pay attention here as you will first go to Baltra Island:
Your flight will be approximately 1 hour and 55 minutes in route
Guayaquil to Baltra Island. Once you land you will disembark and
take a short walk to the Galapagos National Park entrance in the
airport. You will be required to pay a park fee in cash currently USD
100.00 per person. After clearing Galapagos National Park and
Ingala migrations filters and paying the park fee you will be able to
pick up your luggage.
*Speed Ferry Boat Transfer Option:
This is the more economical option included in base price of your
Isabela Fishing Package (check itinerary):
Your host will be waiting to pick you up and transfer you to Santa
Cruz Island. You will be doing an 8 minute bus transfer to Itabaca
Channel. Next board a public ferry that takes about 10 minutes
to cross Itabaca Channel. Your host will be driving you by private
transport 42 kilometers to the town of Puerto Ayora. On the way you
will see part of the highlands of Santa Cruz Island.
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*2- B) GETTING TO & WELCOME TO ISABELA ISLAND,
GALAPAGOS NATIONAL PARK FEES & HOST GREET

Arrive in the town of Puerto Ayora and board before 2:00 pm a
speedboat ferry to Isabela Island. Host will have your tickets for ferry
prearranged. The 45 nautical mile crossing on speedboat will take 2
to 3 hours depending on ocean conditions.
*Island Hopper Flight Option:
This is the fastest option and most comfortable to get to Isabela
Island but also has and added cost:
If you rather take an island hopper flight from Baltra Island to Isabela
Island this option may be available and will be an added cost. Please
consult a staff member when booking your trip. Your itinerary will
state on it if you have purchased this option. You will not be going
from Baltra to Santa Cruz but instead fly from Baltra directly to
Isabela if using this option. The flight is estimated 35 minutes and
a cool way to see the islands from up above.
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3- LODGING CHECK-IN

Upon arrival to your final island destination your host will transfer
you by vehicle from airport or pier to lodging as specified on your final
itinerary. You will may be required to show ID and check in. Once
you have had time to check-in you will be set to enjoy your first
afternoon on the Galapagos Islands.
Most itineraries will include a complimentary tour for your first day
in the Galapagos. However, since we have customizable options
and custom packages please refer to your final itinerary for further
information of what activity is included upon arrival day.
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4- AVAILABLE TYPES OF FISHING

The Galapagos Islands are a world class big game fishing destination
and considered by many anglers who have fished here to be amongst
the best places on the planet to fish. Most tropical Pacific pelagic
gamefish swim the waters of the Galapagos Islands.
However, anglers come to the Galapagos looking for 3 main species
more than any others. The first and undisputed champion of the
Galapagos Islands is the striped marlin. Striped marlin are generally
found in massive numbers year round. Galapagos striped marlin
average 150 to 220 pounds with some specimens going over 300
pounds.
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4- AVAILABLE TYPES OF FISHING

They are mainly fished out San Cristobal Island and you should
book accordingly if your goal is having the most shots at marlin
possible. The second most popular gamefish in the Galapagos for
big gamefish hunters is the giant blue marlin found off the waters of
Isabela Island.

Granted, our black marlin get just as big but the blue marlin are
plentiful and generally run 300 to over 1000 pounds in the waters off
Isabela Island.
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4- AVAILABLE TYPES OF FISHING

The third most popular gamefish in the Galapagos Islands is the
topwater yellowfin tuna. Anglers from around the world come to
Galapagos to test their skills casting to feeding topwater tuna. You
can also target wahoo, bigeye tuna, mahi mahi, grouper, jacks and
many other species.
The Galapagos Islands are a true do it all fishing destination. We
also offer bottom fishing, jigging, fly fishing, deep water dropping
with electric reels and almost anything you can think of to fish with
rod and reel. Ask our staff to customize a the fishing trip of a lifetime
that is right for you.
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5- FISHING & TOURING PACKAGES

Our most popular San Cristobal Island fishing itineraries usually
consist of 4 to 6 days fishing, half a day touring upon arrival to the
island and 1 full day tour to snorkel Kicker Rock. Our most popular
itinerary for Isabela Island giant marlin fishing has a minimum 5
days fishing required.
However, since our packages are customizable you will need to
check your final itinerary for exact dates, times, number of fishing
days, tours, descriptions of activities and what is included. Your
itinerary will be your final guide by which our staff will go by. During
booking and before your trip you may receive several drafts of revised
itineraries depending on possible changes.
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5- FISHING & TOURING PACKAGES

San Cristobal Island fishing packages generally start with 3 days will
vary in price from ballpark USD 2,900.00 to USD 4,700.00 or more
per person depending on how many people in the group, upgrades,
added tours or other custom options. Our packages are designed to
handle usually 2 to 4 anglers per boat but we can accommodate up
to 6 anglers in a boat if requested.

All our packages are private meaning for your group only with no
strangers other than the crew. For larger groups we are able to
provide several boats subject to availability. All necessary tackle is
provided but anglers are welcome to bring their own.
Your itinerary will detail in the policies section costs of additional
lures and how many are included with your package in the case of
jigging, topwater or fly fishing. Regular trolling and baiting do not
have additional lure costs. Exact package pricing will be found on
your sample itinerary.
CONTACT US: 754-703-1991 - info@ecuagringo.com
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5- FISHING & TOURING PACKAGES

Isabela Island giant marlin fishing packages will start with a
minimum 5 days fishing required and can vary in price from ballpark
USD 4,950.00 per person and up depending on how many people in
the group with a maximum 6 anglers on a boat. Isabela Island is a
serous big game fishing destination for anglers who want to pursue
the largest of blue marlin in the Pacific Ocean. Our packages are
customizable to add some of the best tours in all of Galapagos.
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6- FOOD, DRINK & TIPPING

Our packages are not all food and drink inclusive for the simple
reason that guest like to dine in different places or have their catch
prepared. There are several restaurants and bars on each island to
enjoy each night. We do include breakfast at lodging and lunches
while fishing or if stated as included on a particular tour.
Dinners & alcoholic beverages are not included and neither are tips
or gratuities. Liquor can be pricey in the Galapagos so we highly
recommend taking advantage of bringing with you up to 3 liters of
your liquor of choice allowed by Ecuadorian customs.
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6- FOOD, DRINK & TIPPING

Tipping is a personal subject but over the years we have seen guest
tip staff such as host, crew members and guides an average of USD
20.00 to USD 50.00 per person per day. In restaurants and bars it is
customary to tip around 15% of bill.

The best food in the Galapagos is naturally the fresh seafood. Pork
and beef are available but are not considered a delicasy on the
island so you may be disappointed. Most restaurants will serve,
fish, lobster, shrimp and local traditional dishes.
Pizzas and hamburgers are also around in several
establishments. Onboard while fishing, you will usually be served
seafood or local dishes. If you have allergies or do not like seafood
please bring it to your host’s attention the day before you fish.
18
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7- WHAT TO BRING & GALAPAGOS RESTRICTIONS

The weather in the Galapagos generally ranges from 69 F to 85 F
year round. Sun protection is a must so bring hats, long sleeve
shirts, pants, clothing that breathes well and sun block. Naturally,
swimwear is needed if you plan to be swimming, snorkeling or
diving. Due to the Humboldt Current the wind chill can be cool so
a light jacked or light rain gear is recommended for some mornings
and nights.
It does rain December to April quite a bit in the Galapagos so packing
some light rain gear is helpful if you don’t like getting wet. July
to November are the coolest months and December to May the
warmest. Water temperature will vary from 68 F to 82 F and if you
are doing a snorkel or dive tour you will be provided a wet suite
depending on water temperature conditions. Wets suits usually
have to be tried and fitted the eve before or morning of tour.
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7- WHAT TO BRING & GALAPAGOS RESTRICTIONS

You are not allowed to bring plants, seeds or animals of any kind
into the Galapagos. Process foods, cheese and canned items are
ok to bring. GNP Quarantine and police enforcement will check you
bags in Guayaquil and Galapagos for signs of pest, animals or plant
products.

You may not remove any living organisms from the Galapagos nor
shells, sand, lava or any type of rocks. Frozen fish and lobsters (while
in season) are allowed to take back. Please check with your host in
case any paperwork is required previously to check in.
Recreational drugs are not allowed in Ecuador so please do not
bring them with you. Laws are unclear and can be confusing when
it comes to medical marihuana so it is better to avoid it than spend
some time in an Ecuadorian jail.
20
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8- RETURNING FROM SAN CRISTOBAL ISLAND & ISABELA ISLAND

Returning from San Cristobal Island:
Your host will meet you hours before your departure flight to take
your bags and help you check in. Depending on the airline and time
of flight the host may be able to check you in without you physically
being at the airport.
However, due to airlines changing procedures we cannot guarantee
this option and you may have to travel with host to San Cristobal
Airport for check in. You want to be at the airport at least 2 hours
prior to your flight’s departure time.
Once you depart San Cristobal our services will end unless stated
differently in the final itinerary. Some guest may chose to include
a tour of Guayaquil City prior to departing Ecuador or add a night of
hotel stay in Guayaquil. Our staff will be able to help you with any of
this or even added destinations to tour.
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8- RETURNING FROM SAN CRISTOBAL ISLAND & ISABELA ISLAND

Returning from Isabela Island Island:
All Isabela Island fishing & touring packages include unless stated
otherwise in final itinerary, a return to Baltra Island hopper flight. Your
host will pick you up early from hotel to transfer you Isabela Island
airport to catch island hopper flight back to Baltra Island.
Once you depart Isabela Island our services will end but you will have
to check in on your on once you arrive Baltra for your return flight to
Guayaquil unless stated differently in the final itinerary. Some guest
may chose to include a tour of Guayaquil City prior to departing
Ecuador or add a night of hotel stay in Guayaquil. Our staff will be
able to help you with any of this or even added destinations to tour.
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9- TRAVEL INSURANCE

Ecuagringo strongly recommends purchasing travel insurance for
your trip. Unforeseen events such as cancelled flights, earthquakes,
tsunamis, medical emergencies or just plain getting sick before your
trip may put a damper on your travel plans. We do not sell travel
insurance but use the following agent when asked:
East Boca Travel
561-362-0131
eastboca@comcast.net
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10- FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONS

Do I need a visa for Ecuador or the Galapagos Islands?
No visa is required for most guest from North America, Europe and
Asia. An Ingala migrations card is obtained in the airport in Guayaquil
prior to your flight to Galapagos.

What is the currency in Ecuador & the Galapagos Islands?
United States Dollar is the local currency in all of Ecuador.

May I keep what I catch?
All billfish are catch and release only in the Galapagos. Meat fish
such as tuna, mahi mahi, wahoo, jacks and grouper you can keep
one fish per person per day on the boat.

What if I want to prepare some fish I catch for dinner?
Let your crew or host know. We are not responsible but we will
gladly assist you to have it prepared in one of the local restaurants.

May I bring back fish?
There are no restrictions on bringing back fish from the Galapagos. You
can also purchase lobsters and other seafood if in season. Ask your
host if you intend to bring seafood products back as you made need
a form filled out before departing Galapagos.

What types of fish are available to fish for out of San Cristobal
Island?
The waters of the Galapagos Islands attract year round striped
marlin, blue marlin, black marlin, mahi mahi, yellowfin tuna, bigeye
tuna, bonito, wahoo, almaco jack, grouper and many types of reef
fish. Marlin and tuna are by far the most popular with our anglers.
24
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10- FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONS

When is the best season to fish?
Most species are found year round but from December to June are
the months with warmest waters and calmer seas considered best
for prime fishing.

Can I really expect to catch multiple striped marlin in one
trip?
There are no guarantees when fishing. However two things are
needed to have a chance to catch the most fish:
1- most days on the water possible you can afford and 2- go where
the fish are. For over 20 years now the Galapagos Islands have
produced more year round striped marlin than anywhere else know
on Earth. It’s pretty common for anglers fishing multiple days to
experience dozens and even hundreds of marlin raises in a trip. Yes
there are also days that the fish don’t bite, it happens even in the
Galapagos.

How much cash should I bring?
We recommend smaller denominations of USD 1, 5, 10, 20 as they
are easier to pay for items in the Galapagos. 100 Dollar bills are hard
to change. We find that USD 1,500.00 to USD 2,000.00 in cash per
angler seems to be a prudent amount to cover tips, souvenirs, extras
and emergency money.
A family of 4 would probably want to bring about USD 3,000.00 to
USD 4000.00 cash. Since Ecuador is a US Dollarized country you
can take back what you don’t spend without having to exchange
anything.
CONTACT US: 754-703-1991 - info@ecuagringo.com
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10- FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONS

Do credit cards work?
Most establishments, restaurants, bars and souvenir shops will
accept credit cards. However park and government fees are usually
paid in cash. Small shops and taxis may deal in cash only.

Will my phone and internet work?
We have found that most international carriers will work with
local roaming carriers and generally cell phone service is ok
to communicate while in town. However, beware of internet as it
is very slow on phones, hotels and everywhere in town. If you are
looking to work heavily on the internet after fishing or schedule a
conference video call you may want to program it for when you are
back in Guayaquil.

How far in advance do I need to book?
If you want to secure the best dates possible during the season you
are better off booking 12 to 18 months in advance. From December
to June we are usually sold out within 6 months of the season
starting. Therefore, the earlier you book the better chances of getting
what you want.

How much of a deposit do I need to put down to book?
We require 50% at time of booking and the balance 60 days prior to
your trip.
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10- FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONS

What is the crime situation in San Cristobal Island?
San Cristobal Island has one of the lowest crime stats of any island
with a population under 10,000 inhabitants. There is virtually no crime
to worry about. San Cristobal is the capital town of the Galapagos
and also an Ecuadorian Armada base. Uniformed personnel from
police and armada are present in town.

Are the Galapagos Islands a good place to bring the family
and kids?
Children of all ages seem to enjoy the wildlife and activities in the
Galapagos. However for a child to perhaps enjoy the Galapagos
more we recommend them being at least 4 years old. Due to lack
of crime in the towns and low population the Galapagos are safe for
everyone. There are activities for folks of all ages to enjoy.

May I customize a non fishing trip?
Yes we have for many years now specialized in custom vacations
for non-fishers as well. You do not have to buy a fishing package
but you do need to buy a complete touring/lodging package for us
to cater to you. We also customize vacations all over Ecuador and
Peru.
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10- FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONS

What other activities are available and may my wife and nonfishers enjoy something else while I fish?
There are many activities to enjoy such as surfing, exploring, hiking,
snorkeling, diving, beaches, island hopping and much more. We can
arrange all types of exciting adventures simultaneously while you
fish. Our host are specialist in taking care of those not fishing. Let
us customize your tours and activities.

May I add a package to Andes Mountains or to see Machu
Picchu in Peru?
Since Ecuagringo was formerly a hunting outfitter all over South
America we still arrange vacations to almost anywhere on the
West coast of South America. Some of the most popular additions
are to visit in Ecuador the Andes Mountains and the Amazon
Jungle. We also have many request for custom travel to Peru to see
Cusco, Machu Picchu, Sacred Valley and Nazca Lines.

May we book our trip with a credit card?
Ecuagringo makes it easy to book as we accept all major credit cards,
bank wire and Paypal.

How much does it cost?
Prices vary depending on amount of fishing days, people in your
party, lodging comfort level you prefer and types of tours you
want. Although we have some popular custom packages we
commonly sell the Galapagos are a unique and fully customizable
experience so price will vary depending on what you want.
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10- FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONS

Is it too expensive?
The best things in life are not always free and although it may
not seem cheap to purchase a package with us you first need to
understand everything that is included. Ecuagringo is a premium
service outfitter with quality and attention to detail you will not find
from anyone else in the Galapagos Islands.
We take care of all your lodging, transfers, hosting services, tours,
fishing and more so you do not have to worry about anything. We
give you peace of mind. Our company was the first to research and
make sport fishing possible in the Galapagos.

Why book with Ecuagringo?
Ecuagringo is the first and longest running fishing outfitter in the
Galapagos Islands. We have the best fleet of boats, staff and custom
tackle in all of Galapagos. We spare no expense to provide the best
service, tackle and staff. We have been providing the best custom
adventures to the Galapagos since 1993.
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The Best Fishing Vacation
in The Galapagos Islands
CONTACT US:
754-703-1991
info@ecuagringo.com

www.ecuagringo.com
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